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PART A: Vocabulary

Directions: Choose the number of the answer choice (1), (2), (3), or (4) that best completes 

the blank .then mark it on your answer sheet.

61-It is argued that it is ……………………….. for a manager to provide her staff with constructive 

feedback. 

1) Actual    2)Crucial  3)Aware  4)Entire 

62- Those organisms that are most suited to the environment will be those that will …………

1) Survive  2)Stick   3)Handle  4)Protect 

63- The company president stated that without the active ……………….. of all the employees the project 

could not have even gotten off the ground. ()

1) Permission   2)Involvement  3)procedure  4)density 

64)”Could you ……………..me a favor? Would you mind answering the phone for a minute_I need to pop 

out to the post office.”

1) Get   2)Take   3)Make  4)do 

65- He’s so calm when he answers questions in interviews. I wish I could be that …

1) Mental   2)emotionless   3)coherent  4)immediate 

PART B: cloze Passage

Directions: Choose the number of the answer choice (1),(2),(3),(4) that best fits each blank in 

the following passage. Then mark it on your answer sheet.

Although media and advertising do play a large role in influencing many people’s lives, researchers believe 

that plastic surgery obsession is linked to psychological disorders. Body Dimorphic Disorder (BDD) is seen 

as playing a large role in the lives of those who are obsessed with plastic surgery in order to correct a 

perceived  problem (66) ……………their appearance.

BDD is a disorder resulting in the sufferer becoming “preoccupied with (67)……….. as defects in their 

bodies or faces .”While 2% of people suffer from body dysmorphic disorder in the United States, 15% of 

patients (68) …………………. a dermatologist and cosmetic surgeons have the disorder. Half of the patients 

with the disorder who have cosmetic surgery  performed  are not pleased with the aesthetic outcome.BDD 

can lead to suicide in some of its sufferers.(69)………..many with BDD seek cosmetic surgery, the 

procedures do not treat BDD,and can ultimately worsen the problem . ()The psychological 

root of the problem is usually unidentified , (70)………….the treatment to be even more difficult .Some say 

that the fixation or obsession with corrections of the area could be a sub-disorder such as anorexia or muscle 

dysmorphia.

66-  1) on    2)for    3)to    4)in 

67-1) regarding   2)What they regard 3) What regarded  4)they regard them 



68- 1) See  2) Seeing  3) Seen  4) Are seen 

69-1) However  2) Since  3) While  4) Unless 

70-1) which causes 2)to cause 3)it causes 4)that causes 

PART C: Reading Comprehension

Directions: Read the following passage and choose the number of the answer choice (1), (2) 

,(3) , or (4) that best answers each question. Then mark it on your answer sheet. 

 
We all know that strong emotions have a powerful physical effect. Feeling nervous before an important 

interview can send you rushing to the bathroom, while a sudden attack of anxiety can send your heart racing 

and leave you feeling faint and dizzy. But new research has revealed the incredible healing power of the 

brain and how learning to relax and think positively can have dramatic health benefits. () 

And there is now overwhelming evidence that your mental and emotional state can also have a direct impact 

on your body’s ability to fight disease and cope with pain.

Bob Lewin, Professor of Rehabilitation at York University, took a group of heart patients through an eight-

week angina management program which included stress management, relaxation techniques, goal-setting, 

yoga and exercise. The results were staggering. Fifty per cent of the patients who had been on waiting lists 

. So how do itthey no longer needed decidedheir cardiologists who for bypass surgery were taken off by t

you make it work for you? Well, it’s far more complex than just learning to look on the bright side. () The 

key variable in patients getting well is the extent to which they feel in control of their 

own emotions. Reorganizing your life and learning self-help techniques can help put you back in control of 

these.

71-   What does the passage mainly discuss? () 

1) New research findings about human health 

2) An innovative way to combat heart disease 

3) Being in control of one’s emotions pays off 

4) Wave through which feelings can put us at a disadvantage  

72- Which of the following best represents the rhetorical purpose of the passage? () 

1) Definition 

2) Process description    
3) Classification                  

   4) Function description          

73- Which of the following is NOT true about the study conducted by Bob Lewin? () 

1) It took a period of two weeks to complete. 

2) The participants in the study had a heart condition. 

3) It was performed on participants who used to be managers. 

4) At the end of the study some of the participants were told that they no longer needed a heart surgery. 

74 -The word “it” in paragraph 2 refers to …

1) Surgery                       2)cardiologist                 

3) list                         4)result 

75- Which of the following best describes the author’s attitude towards stress management? 

1) Critical                 2)Unbelieving            

3) Confused          4)Favorable 
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